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1 . What role did NSA play in reviewing and approving the Pueblo
mission, or in ordering it?
-~:'4··..

(_

2. Was the mission considered essential in terms of benefits expected
to be gained vi$-a-vis. attendant risks?

-/09

3. Why was a simple trawler used in place of a warship?

. c.{

4. How was the ship and its crew trained, briefed and prepared for
the mission?

p.o

5. What contingency plans existed to cover attack or accident?
6. Were the ship's operations monitored constantly or at least daily
while it was in radio silence?

'sf
··,

"!:., •:
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.
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7. Why was the ship allowed to travel undefended in hostile waters

~~'1 without any destroyer escort as was provided on earlier Banner missions?
·•
/ {

JJ 0

8. At what level was it determined that a destroyer escort was not
required?
.
.

.

9. It has been stated that the ship had reams of secret papers aboard some not apparently even related to its mission. Was_ there no restriction
on. what the ship might carry.?

; 00~

r

tJn4

11

.10. Who on the ship was cleared
and what was the chain of command
'Jli for the intelligence unit aboard the vessel?

f0</

11

,

11. What was ·the status of the ship's communications?
special emergency channels?

Did it have

12. In what time frame was the distress info made available and to whom?
Can you provide a complete chronology of message exchanges?

y,\

·."'i'lf··

13. Was the ship clearly outside N. K. waters? How.did we know? And
do we have any evidence one way or the other that the ship may have entered
territorial waters at any time during its patrol?
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14. Have there been any significant changes to date in the communications or electronic practices of the communist-bloc nations, or of any
communist country, that might be associated with .the loss of the Pueblo?

/di

.15. Are spy ship operations still being conducted? And, if so, are
they being conducted off North Korea?

/(J

16. If the spy ship operations are not being conducted off North Korea,
·what is being done instead to collect the vital intelligence information that
it had been considered essential to assign the Pueblo to gather?
17. What is our present Cold War strategy for such missions?
18. Are w.e taking a long, hard look at the need for each such mission
on a case-by-case basis? How is this accomplished?

kr

19. Are authorities and responsibilities for the conduct of such activities
adequately clear from your own viewpoint?

/Cl

20. What steps to improve the spy ship business do you think need to
taken which are not. presently under active. consideration?
.

b~

kl

. · 21. What different types of intercept facilities do we use and what is
the reason for each?

po¢

22.

Ila?"

23. W·ere·the operations of the Pueblo in accordance with this document?

,PIJef

24. What is NSA' s role and authority in direct support missions?

~0¥

25. What is NSA' s role in the Joint Reconnaissance Center?

~t>v

26. Do you make any contributions to the 303 Committee?

!~I

27. Who requested and approved the specific mission of the Pueblo?

/)~r(

28. What

/!tJ<(

Did you agree with the concepts contained in JCS-506-67?

~as

NSA's position when the mission of the Pueblo was approved?

29. ":fas the Liberty incident considered in evaluating the ·risk of the
PuebJo mission?
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30. Did you recommend any changes in the use of shipborne platforms
a result of the Liberty incident?
'

/SI

··~~.

31. Did· NSA take any action in the JRC after its 29 December 1967 message
warning of North Korean sensitivity?

-~.;

·-.

no4
I

32.

Do you have veto powers ov_er direct support missions? If not, why

not?

.

33.

Once the rri~ssion was approved, what role did you play in the

'fCt-i. planning and exec·ution of the mission?

34. What action did your Pacific Headquarters take· after you forwarded
a copy of y~ur 29 December mes sage to the JRC?
35. What provisions are made to provide advisory warning to

A.

tcf cases where other facilities have information from their intercept?

3 6. What stations were

~upposed

GER's in

to furnish warnings to the Pueblo on

t;' this mission?

~04

P~

.

3 7.

How did you decide what materials to supply to the Pueblo?

38. Did you make any effort to have material and equipment not directly
related to the Pueblo's mission ·:>ff-loaded before jts departure from Sasebo?
39.

How was NSA kept informed of the progress of the mission?

40. Who specificq.lly at NSA was responsible for keeping track of the
Pueblo mission?
41. What actions were taken at NSA immediately after receipt of the first
message telling of the Pueblo's distress?
42. When were you (ADP) informed and what actions did you take?
43. What procedures do you have for accounting for SIGINT materials?
44. Where are your rules documented? ·
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45. Why does NSA require receipts, inventories, and destruction reports
of CONFIDENTIAL COMSEC material but have no accountability for TOP SECRET
SIGINT material?

\J·J~

.i

. .:..
·-1

fO<f

46. What rules are there for reproducing, extracting, or making further
distribution of SIGINT material furnished by NSA? Do you ~eel that the rules
are adequate? If so, why? If not, why not?

VO~

.

47. Did you have any way of determining accurately what NSA-issued
classified material was on board?

n.A. .

48.

How much of this material was related to signals or areas which the
.

r"-, Pueblo could not have intercepted on this mission?
¥'.I.

49. What·role did NSA play in deciding the SIGINT equipment to be placed
on board?

Kl

t

50. How much of this equipment was developed by NSA?

f

51. What was the classification of the equipment?
52.

Do you have any role in the selection of the Commanding Officer,

Fo~ the Chief of the Security Group Detachment, or the Security Group enlisted
men aboard AGER's?
I(. I

53. Have you had any NSA personnel, Navy or civilian, on board any of
the AGER missions?

~I

54.

Pot/

55. Were there any men on board who had ever been assigned to NSA?

fo"
J.

Did NSA brief anyone aboard the Pueblo?

56. Had any of the crew ever had access to particularly sensitive SIGINT
operations?
·
·
57. Is there a system to insure that personnel who have knowledge of

,o. · particularly sensitive operations are not assigned to dangerous missions?
po4

58. What _is NSA' s role in this system?
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5 9. What did you expect to gain from this particular mission?

60. How much of the tasking of the Pueblo duplicated tasking of fixed
sites?

jlJ.

61.

~ (· :~'
f-

ADMIMIS'fft:AY!VEL! SENSITIVE

Have you used airborne intercept against Korea?

62. What useful intelligence ·have you gained from these flights?

63. How WC?uld you compare the usefulness against Korean targets of
an airborne platform to an AGER?
·

\ll

64. What are the comparative costs?

j(J

65. What is the difference between a TRS and an AGER?

~I

66. What is the cost comparison between a TRS and an AGER?

ll !

6 7.

.

:(\

How much real intelligence have we produced based on shipborne
i~eroe~?
·
68.

Has any of this come from AGER's?

69. Do you have any way to compare the costs of getting usable
intelligence from fixed sites, ships, planes, and satellites?
70. How much could the Russians have learned about our cryptanalytic
methods from the materials and equipments that were captured?
71. How much could the North Koreans and Chinese Communists have
learned?
72. What changes in any procedures have you made as a direct result
of the Pueblo affair?
·
·

73. Many people have discussed the strange arrangement which apparently
existed on the Pueblo between the research department officer and the commanding
officer. Some people have said that there was a large degree of autonomy
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on the part of the intelligence detachment. As a member of the military,
General, do you feel that the division of responsibility which existed was
adequate or inadequate?
.

~

=.i

1
.;i '.

· 74..
Do you think that this type of intelligence collect~on operation properly
belongs to the military? After all, military conduct is a different breed of
cat from this ty.pe of business, is it not?

7 5. Do you feel that the Soviets 1 practice of using civilians and some
\ ...""military who are treated as civilians has merit?
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l.

What role did NSA play in reviewing and approving the Pueblo

mission, or in ordering it?
NSA was not involved in the approval. process for the USS PUEBLO
to conduct this specific SIGINT mission.

In early December 1967, ~

requested bhat CINCPACFLT provide\ a schedule for operation of the USf_i PUEBLO IJ,..._I\...
-and Wl'llli:R, iBelll0:ins the area of opera+; ans EIM tJae "mode" (1
of SWIIll:l'

operational. QORtrgl.)

~

;j n

&

statJw

wh1 ch the ships wrnJ] d be empl oyea·.
.

..eINeBACFLT repl.;v e+.a+,ee. that for the next six months, the USS PUEBLO
would be EmJ.pl.oyed for "Primary Navy

-

be _pdl:e:b3:e fox

NS:A:

Tasking~' e:nd

8:E6Df.l' opezat;iegs.

'hhe

~S

Bt\:NNEft woahl

CINCPACFLT -d:i:d 1 b.au:ezrer, solicit.w\.

from NSA secondary tasking for the USS PUEBLO to be accomplished on a not-

to-interfere basis with primary tasking.
NBA, beyond the provision of secondary tasking, did nothing to
influence the nature, scope or operational area of· this particul.ar mission •

.

---
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2.

The PUEBLO mission was conducted under primary navy tasking.

A

13 December 67 CINCPACFLT message solicited NSA requirements which
were seconda:i:-y.

In response to this request, a 29 December message

provided our COMINT and ELINT special and general interest collection
requirements.

All tasking was appropriate for a platform of this type

I

and a collector operating from a peripheral area could be expected to
be reasonably successful. /p

, '·· Afhe signals which we asked be col-

lected were line-of-sight transmissions which could not be

covered from fixed site locations.

$ECRET SPOKE

c~~')

e.
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3.

SECRETHCOMl~JT

ffi~

Why was a simple· trawler used in place of a warship'l

3)-P.L. 86-36
3 )- 5 0 ~S C • 03

(bl

3 )-1 8 use -, 9 8

The PUEBLO operation was part of an asp-sanctioned, three-phase proeram
to provide

small~

non-combatant naval ships possmssing gradu-

ated capabilities to meet national and naval requirements for surveillance .

. . .

-fk

~ ~-.. ~~~ ~~~ v...s.f:i,~.)

llUssions.,___ ~~
. has e I ( 1 ship ·-

~i...~.,
~
1Us~r~--be..
BANNER.) was to test operation
-.

Phase II (3 ships - BANNER,

... ...,:_

~ ~-·

f easibili.._

PAU4 BEACH) envisioned several modes

of operation to permit adequate

evaluation and follow-on usage. Mode
a

Navy ship operationa
(2) NSA,

time not

SIGTI~T

tasking:

Mode 2 was the utilization
for Mode 1 above,
test and evaluation.
e to NSA tasking.

and

available on station
deployment to some
operational control

objectives and requirements; (2) ·Direct support, seco
in potentially dangerot;.s situation and safety of ship is
0 EC~ ETttC 0 ~~If\ IT

an

Direct Support, primary:

SIGJJIT tasking: (1)

PUEBLO was dispatched under Mode l.

time for

to

(1)

(b)
(b)

•
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4. Hov was the ship and its crew trained, briefed
mission?
The

and prepared

tor

~ ~:e

responsible for the training and. briefing of crews
·
""Y'-. ~ o---1.. "' SA
in accordance with applicable Gein-:~and i-iancta3:-Q.f...jL~.s~-.~S[jI~GUT]N[T:0op~'iPPii:til!·t:~i~omntss
documents.

In some few cases, special operational training in technical

collection and processing subjects is afforded Service cryptologic person-

nel before their assignment to.field units.
no special training was deemed necessary.

CO~dFIDE~HIAL

In the case of the PUEBLB,
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What contillgency pl.ans existed to cover attack or accident!
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6. Were the shipb operations monitored constantly or at least daily while
it was in radio silence?

North Korean communications activity has been examined in detail for the
period 10-23 January 68.

There was no indication in SIGINT that the

PUEBLO was being observed until she arrived off Wo'nsan on 22 January.
N~

has no knowledge of whether or not arrangements for monitoring

of the PUEBLO by other means were arranged by the Navy.

'
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8. At wbat level vu· 1t determined that a ·destroyer escort ·we.a not
required?

J

~e, ~
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Subject: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __...lct\..LL.L____;__ __

(9) All classified material is distributed
on a strict basis of need-to-know. The shipx
had

·TOP SECRET

special intelligmnce security

ceilings and therefore could carry anything
that was mission-related up to and including
that classification. Unfortunately, in the
structuring of documents, sometimes some
extraneous non-mission material is

(b) ( 3 )- P . L .

included~

>

but this is the exception rather than the rule.
~er

the LIBERTY incident, we reouest

that
classified

Our

the
documents not
Un:fortunately

and instruct

86 - 36
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Date:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Subjed:: _ _ _ _ _~~~~---------------~

To~. -----~-~~~----------------".'"""

that unlike a shore station where
there are a
respect. The bo s

constantl

't want to den

them

cards

torpedo juice.
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9. It has been stated that tlle llhip had reams of secret papers aboard - ·
acme not apparently even related to 1ta m11a1on. Was htere no restriction
OD Wha" tbe ship.might carryt

\.
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e .
lf. Who on the &hip waa ''cleared", and what vu the chain of cmmand
tor the 1.lltelligence unit aboard the veaael'l
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ll. What was the status
special eme::rgency channels'?

ot

the ship's cODllllW11cationsT

Dld it have

..

J~--

A-review of the two questions raised in regard to the status and availability
t-~f connnunications to the Pueblo at the time of the incident of its capture has
1
~
revealed that the CRITICOMM system was not a factor in this matter. General
"f ..,s service connnunications, which is not under the communications of the National
~'{Pt
Security Agency, is that system ~sed by this ship. On previous occasion when
r
'-- the PUEBLO incident was being investigated, it was noted by the Tl representative
:tr"
of the investigating committee that the infortnktion in regard to the status of
· the ship's communications was brought to light by the rev~ewing committee with
I {the Naval Security Group element at the Nebraska Avenue station. It is therefore
~ · (suggested that Lt. Commander E. Koczak, Dl, be approached, who is in possession
of this information and could provide answers to the_ aforementioned questions .

.__

-

.

~ ~~-~ce.cjO lo ~~ Jv..N"~..L ~vi.to~

-

N~ AN\~A~~.~,r~~
i0fJ10..~-1-w ~ . Jf- ala-a he.uJ.. ~ fo +lu..
CAIT/COMM

~~.
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(!l)
A review of the two questions raised in regard to the status and availability
of communications to the PUEBLO at the time of the incident of its capture has
revealed that the CRITICOMM system was not a factor in this matter.

General

service communications, which is not under the managerial control
. . . ··;,. of the
~-~....¥.t.::.·-~~,,,

National Security Agency, is .tb.,! system used by .E!!_: ship.

~

~

On~previous

occasion

when the PUEBLO incident was being investigated, it was noted by the Tl
.representative of the investigating committee that information in regard to
the status of the ship's connnunications was
-~~ ~~n

7

,l>i the Naval

S~curity

determi~~

by

~h~~

committee

~~

Group element at the Naval Security Station.

It is therefore suggested that Lt. Commander E. Koczak, Dl, be approached,
who is in possession of this information and could ·provide answers to the
aforementioned questions.
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12.

In what time frame was the distress info made available and to whom?
Can you provide a complete chronology of message exchanges?
The initial indication of the PUEBLO being circled by a North Korean
patrol craft was contained in a flash prec.edence message D1'G

23~352Z.

The message reported that the NK vessel, P/N 35, had signalled "heave
to or I wil.l open f'ire on you."

The fu.J.l text of this message was

received via normal communication circuits by the following commands,
hours and minutes after the DTG indicated:
NM.CC

- 2 hr 32 min

CINCPAC

- 2 hr 8 min

CINCPACAF

- 2 hr

l~

min

CINCPACFLT - l hr 38 min
FIFTH AF

- 2 hr 12 min

The information on the above message was received by the NMCC via

CRITIC relay 54 minutes after the DTG,NMCC notified CINCPAC via
telephone of the message l hr 18 min after DTG.
ce·i ved the message 21 min after Dl'G.

Ca.iNAVFOR JAPAN re-

The message was transmitted

from COMNAVFOR JAPAN to FUCHU relay 1 hr 8 min after DTG.
Beginning with this initial notification, a complete chronology of
message exchanges is available.

£.
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13. Was the ship clearly o·utside N. K. waters? How did we know?
And do we have any evidence one way or the other that the ship
may have entered territorial waters at any time during its patrol?
The Pueblo was in international waters at the time of seizure.
Intercepted North Korean naval communications clearly indicated
from both NKN radar tracking and NKN ship reports that the seizure
took place outside the claimed territorial waters of North Korea.
All

SIGINT

evidence indicates that the Pueblo was i·n international

waters d·uring all periods when the patrol was reflected.

eECRETHCOMl~JT
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14. Have there been

~

significant changes to date in the communica•

tiona or electronic practices of the cOllllllUDiat-bloc natio111, or ot &Dy"
communist country, that might be associated with the loss of the Pue~lot

SECRETNCOMl~ff
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17.

.
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What is our present Cold War strategy for such missions?
NSA continues to indicate the technical requirements for

:fu.l.fi1lment through such missions.
missions

is~

The risk in the.conduct of these

however, determined by the CINCS 1 JCS, DIA and STATE.

,
.
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18.

Are we taking a long, hard look at the need for each such mission

on a case-by-case basis?

How is this accomplished?

Yes, NSA proposes AGER missions only when they are necessary and
the best or only means to satisfy SIGINT requirements levied on NSA. -·m-l!smse nrnced11rcn

'!" I re ee v I ew arid: z elcasc bJI .'\BP. If' . there is any
.
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indication that a reconnaissance

1t,
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·
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•

mission~ill

-fe-1. ~
o

s

operate in a "crisis" areaJ

.~ J.l..c>~ a.-\ ~

o

re'lfiiie~:!tt"~--...A.BP"Y"-~~l.RQ.

~·
The actual risk assessment of the missionsis performed

by

CINC 's 1 JCS 1 DIA and STATE Department.
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21.

What different types of intercept facilities do we use and what

is the reason for each?
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22.

UNCLASSIFIED/fFOR OFFICIAL UeE:

e.

Did you agree with the concepts contained in

O~JLY

JCS-~S6-67'l

Yes, NSA concurred in the publication of the document in November
1967 and considers the concepts therein the most

"~rkable

so far attained

in the area of SIGINT support to military cormnanders.
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23. Were
No,

GO~dFIDE~HIAL

the operations

~l
ot

the Pueblo in accordance with tb1a doc'Ulllentt

The plans for deployment of the PUEBLO were far dmm the road by the

time JCS.t-1 506-67 was published and di~:t"ributed.

That is, Navy had already

specified the mode of operation, time and area of operation for the PUEBLO,
Sine e it was to be -a: i:oae 3::::::1 wen

a' :ten: \:primarily for diredt support},

NSA' s

action in this case, in accordance ·with the agreed concept o.f 1965, was to
provide SIGINT collection guidance and support to the crjptologic unit aboard,
Since,the PUEBLO incident,
in purely dire

th~S

support roles with

BAl"\il·JER and PALH BEACH have been used

no~ruises
now

dedicated to pr·

o~red the ships
'

this summer.

to

or employ1nent

'·.
the provisions

of

COHFIDEHTIAL

JCSPI 506-67 and SM 701-68.

\

e
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. 24.
NSA's basic

a~thority

Intelligence Directive

in this area stera.s from National Security Council

1'2JJ!fe~

si ·· which defines the parameters of COJUNT a.rid

E:LINT activities and the responsibilities connected therewith.

This document

recognizes that the Armed Forces require direc.t support of various kinds and
specifies that in

provi~ing

this support, operational control of specified

COJ.HNT and ELINT facilities and resources will at times be delegated by the
Director, NSA, for such periods and for such tasks as a.re determined by him,
to an appropriate agent.

JCS.-J.ij:finio-506-67, the ConcE'.!pt of SIGINT Support to

Military Commanders, further defines the procedures whereby direct support
is implemented.

CO~JFIDE:)JTIAL
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25.
NSA has no active role in the Joint Reconnaissance Center.

It does,

however, maintain a liaison officer there whose function is to provide for
coordination and .interpretation of the SIGINT aspects of the various problems
that arise.

Under the provisions of JCS SI•i 700/701-6$, NSA does provide a

technical assessment to the JRC on those reconnaissance activities with
SIGIJIT capabilities.

CO~dFIDEHTIAL
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26. Do you make any contributions to the 3'3 COlllllitteeT
No.

Our comments and recommendations are made to

these may, at times, be

9onsid·ered·~.by:~t.he

presentation.

cor~FIDDHIAL

Jcsf lt~resumably,

JOJ committee through JCS
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28. What vu EA'a position when

the mission

ot the Pueblo wae approved!

We supported the mission because of the intelligenc·e information to be
obtained was un.collectible by other means.

3E:CRE:Tt/COMlr1T
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29. Was the Liberty incident considered in evaluating the risk of the
Pueblo misai on'l
~·iSA

missions.

has no responsibility for assessing the risk of reconnaissance
Ne merely make knm-m our technical collection requirements and

desired areas of operations.

The operating

COIIlh'lailds

formulate the recon-

naissance tracks and the risk assessment is mad.e by the

cn.;c• s

aYJ.d JCS.

Ue do, however, provide to JCS any SIJ.IXT available bearing on the
s~nsitivity of any given area of operations.
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3~.

Did you recommend any changes in the use of shipborne platforms

as a result of the Liberty incident?
Since the LIBERTY incident was the result of mistaken identity
while conducting operations in international

~ters,

no recommendations for

change in the use of shipborne platforms were warranted by the incident.
Fnrthp"""J

~eripheral
-

a certain degree of risk.
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intelligence collection platforms operate with

This risk can be calculated; al.though not to the
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31.

SECRET

Did NSA take any action in the JRC after its 29 December 1967
message warning of North Korean sensitivity?

No fUrther action was taken.

•
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32. D:>

you

COMF"IDEt1TIAL

I-·

have veto powers over direct support m1a•1ons'l If not, wey

not!
If this question is meant to address the risk factors of direct . support
missions, the answer is no.

If it pertains to SIGINT collection requirements,,

let me refer to para 18a. of JCSVi 506-6? wherein the Director i'JSA considers
and responds to euch request (for direct support) on the basis of, among other
things, the priority of other requirements.

It is theoretically possible

that a request for direct support resources for a particular area could be
denied because of higher priority need to use the resources in other areas.

GO~Ji;10E)JTIAL
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33. Once tbe mission vu approved, vhat role did

you play in the

planniJJS and execution ot the m1sa1ont
None.

Once the m;ission was. approved for implementation, commanders

concerned were required only to inform NSA of actions being taken.

We

were obligated, o'f qourse, and did provide SIGINT collection guidance and
support to the cryptologic unit aboard in accorda11ce with the area to
be

~econnoitered.

CO~dFID§)JTIAL
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-34.

What action did your Pacific Headquarters take after you forwarded
a copy of your 29 December message to the JRC?

No action.

The information in my 29 December message was provided to

the JRC to assist in its evaluation of CINCPAC.'s statement of risk.
A copy of the 29 December message was passed separste'iy to HQ NSAPAC

on 2 January 1968 for information only.

It would have been improper

for HQ NSAPAC to take ••2•·s.-lfll a c t i o n • • • • • • on the subject

since this would·be circumventing the JCS.

SECRET SPOKE
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36. What stations were supposed to furnish warnings to the Pueblo
on this mission?
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Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Subject: ---------------~4*1----------

To=------------------------~
(37) The decision on what documents to supply

~(Mo<-:zi.
eeftle sf +hose heJ.&

are required for housekeeping

purposes, pro-pay testing, and study

«--ol. ~ ~ ~
In the c:eofthe

~LO,msv1,
very

purposes~

few do ruinents

were supplied directly from NSA, though they
ma

have been NSA-ori inated.
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31 • How did you dec1cle vbat materials to supply to the Pueblo?
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Subject: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

--,-----------~-......_-

To=.------------=------------

us question (9)

SASEBO.

I
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38.

Did you make ·~ effort to bave material and equipment not directl.y'

related to the Pueblo's mission oft-loaded before its departure trom SaseboT
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9 ·

4'. Who specifically at EA was responaible for keeping track of the
Pueblo miaaion?
'rhe NSA Corrunand Cent er, a 24-hour a day operation, and the NSA
Collection Management office, received operational reports fror.t the Navy
on the progress of the PUEBLO.
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41. What ·actiona ¥ere taken at isA 1mllled1ately after receipt of the
t1rat maaaae telling of the Pueblo's d1atre~.
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42. When vere you (ADP) 1nto2'!11ed

and what actiona did you take?
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'What procedures do you have for accounting for SIGil'l' materials'l
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Subiect: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~71~--

To::__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(44_) Ou.r ruJes for pro+ect.jon of Special
Tutelligeaee Material are documented
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44. Where are your rules documented!
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Subject: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

To:·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (45) One of 11\Y predecessors made the decision
in September 1963 under his authority (NSCID 6)
to exempt Special Intellj_gence material (SIGINT)
from 'IQP

S~RET

CON'lROL.

This does not relieve

the holder of responsibility for assuring that
the material does not fall into the possession
of unauthorized persons, but it does permit
necessary flexibility for operational use. In
answer to other questions, I have already said

that we do get receipts for

COHFIDE~JTIAL

rnaterial.~e

81!18.
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45. Why does BSA require receipts, 1nventor1es 1 aD4 destruction reports
ot COJD'IDEN'l'IAL COM3BC material but have no accountability tor 'l'OP SJDUI?
SIGIIT materiaU
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Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Subject:•-------------------------

~-

To:;~-------------------------~

(46) Generally, unless otherwise stated on
the docmnent~ecipip~f SIGINT material•
.pajJ ·

t

j_ ~

are authorized to extract

or reproduce locally for operational purposes.

.

I feel the rules and general policy (need-to-know,
security clearance, adequate storage, and all
that) are adequate and need not be changed. It's
basically a matter of strict interpretation.

CO~dFIDE~JTIAL
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46. What· rules are there tor reporducing, extracting, or making further
distribution of SIGIN'l ma~r1al turnished by ISA'l Do you feel that the rules
are ad8quatet It ao 1 ~t lt not, vby nott

;
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To=-------------------------)JfJ.

~As

said ' in response
to an earlier
-

(47~Ha l

question,. we asked f'or inventories in July
J Q67 but we dido •t get the PUEBLO's until
,January 1968, We sip h up

C'" """

ve know

whp+
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47. Did you have any~ ot determining accurately what 11SA.·1aauecl
was on board?

cl.assU"ied material
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Date:, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

•

Subject: _ _ _ _----'-------,cfl~,..6-===----------

To=.-------------------------

(48) There was some material that the PUEBLO
held that was not specifically related

~o

its

mission. This ·is n1ostly, as I said earlier,
due to the structuring of the documents and
those placed on board for pro-pay testing and
study purposes by the Navy.
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48. Bow much of this material was related to signal a or a.ran which the
Pueblo could not have intercepted on th11 miaaion'l
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52. Do you have any role 1n the selection of the CommandiD8 Officer,
the Chief of the Security Group Detachment, or the Security Group enlisted
men aboard AGBR' si
No.

That is entirely a Navy matter.
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53.

Have you had any NSA personnel, Navy or civilian, on boa.id any of

the AGER missions?
C1v1i..107V

There is no record of any NSA personnel aboard AGER's during
" _ r 1l/llL. I mJ
.

operational missions.

The onJ.y reason NSK.,_Personnel would be considered

necessary for these missions would be in cases where the assigned Navy
SIGINT personnel did not possess the necessary expertise to perform a

specific function.
~lv-t_
TJlj.&

~

This has not been the case to date.

excll:ldes

t1'~.gee-

.

Navy personnel on board who had prior duty

with NSA.
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55. Were there aD1' men on board vho had ever been aeaign.ed to ISA'l
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56. Bad
operations?

~ of

e·

the crev ever had access to particularly sensitive SIGIJfl'
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57. ls there a system to insure tbat personnel who have. knovleclge ot
particularly sensitive operations are not aasigned to claagerous m1as1onst
·..

\
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What is liSA's role in this ayatem'l
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62.

What use:f'ul intel.l.igence have you gained from these flights?

{against Korea)
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How much real intelligence have we produced based

on shipborne intercept?"
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69. Do you have any way to compare the coat• of getting usable
intelligence frcm fixed sites, sbipa, pl.&nea, and satellites!
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.
the Russians have learned about our cryptanalytic
methods :f'ran the materials and equipnents that were captured'l

78. Bow much could
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(71) As for the North Koreans and Chinese
Conununists, they could have learned ouite a
bit about our collection efforts and knowledge
of their cornrnunicatic;ms systems and ability
to collect against certain transmitters. Th.ey
would know what we consider "norms" and what
we consider "significant" from a traffic
analytic point of view. As a result, i f they

expected to make some changes in

commun~cations

patterns. They would, like the Soviets, get a
considerable

~:.s%~4-into

our whole SIG INT

structure.
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Bow much could the Borth Koreana and. Chinese Ccmmunieta have
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Subiect: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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(72) Since we'd already asked for inventories
from the ships, we're making sure they are
current. We are instructing originators of
documents to notify recipients to inrnediately
delete and destroy those portions of documents
not mission-related; and we are setting about
a new system of restructuring documents to
preclude the necessity of sending any unit
more of the document than it needs for its
current operations. We'll intensify our already
intense program of strict need-to-know on
distribution of documents, and we will keep
the situation under constant scutiny.
ra:a:tlv can these "changes"

in

~ ~

procedUiti>
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12· What changes 1n any procedures have you made aa a d1rect result
ot the Pueblo attairf
·
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73. Many people have discussed the strange arrangement which apparently
existed on the PUEBLO between the research department officer and the commanding officer. Some people have said that there was a large degree of autonomy
<;>n the part of the intelligence detachment. As a member of the military,
General, do you feel ~t the devision oi responsibility which existed was
ad.equate or inadequate?
The question of arrangements or autonoDJ\V' involving a research depart-

ment are within the purview of the Service concerned, and not the National
Security Agency.

However, it is llJ1' understnading that the research depart-

ment has a slightly different arr.angem.ent than,

s~y

- the Engineering

Department - because the research department received its specific
technical SIGINT tasking from CINCPACFLT rather than from the Captain of
the ship.

Except for this, I am not aware of any special arrangements to

exempt the research department from regular ship administrative regu1ations.
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~ atraiJge &rrmlgement which apparently
existed on the Pueblo b~tween the research department otticer and the
ccmmancling officer._ Some p1ople have said tbat there was a large degree ot
a.utonomy'l
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74. Do you think that this type of intelligence collection operation
properly belongs to the militaey'l After aU, military conduct 1s a d1tterent
b~ed ot cat tram this type ot business, is it not?
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15· Do yau :feel tbat the Soviets•
military who are treated as civilians :°~~; of using civilians and some
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